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Alexa.com â€” The new team of T-Pain, Sizzla, and B.G. has finally released their
debut single "Boss Off" featuring singer Mario, which is the lead single off their
forthcoming double platinum album. The song was originally released last year to
critical acclaim, and since then it has been garnering radio play and acclaim ever

since. The collaboration with Mario, while fitting well with their hip-hop sound, is a
pleasant departure from their previous work, and although it is far from being

groundbreaking, it is a pleasant surprise and a convincing argument that they are
capable of doing something fresh. The production from T-Pain's group Song. Life.
Music. remains intact and instrumental, with Mr. Melody and Dr. Luke providing
the song's signature verses, which is no surprise. B.G. is featured on the choruses

and is perhaps the most exciting of the three on this track, showcasing his
knowledge of more traditional dance music, while making his presence known

through the chorus. These three rappers expertly complemented each other, and yet
it is Mario who steals the show with the song's most prominent chorus, while

providing the perfect melody, and allowing for the other rappers to shine. A Song.
Life. Music. ope is a group consisting of three extremely talented and successful
emcees from Atlanta, including the late rapper B.G. and the two guys known as

Sizzla, the last being none other than the great T-Pain. The group, along with
another group out of the east coast called Billion Dollar Man, released their debut

album, "Revolt," back in 2004, and it was very successful, which is why they felt it
was time to get back out there and release another, even better album. With "Boss

Off," they have created the perfect, unique blend of harmonious hip-hop and dance,
which is sure to fit well with their current fanbase. The title track "Boss Off" is the

first lead single off the "Boss Off" album, which has a release date set for June 12th.
The beat, though still instrumental, is a little bit hard with the vocals layed over it,

which is a good thing since it gives their performance a little bit more energy. It is a
great way to start off the album, and should certainly get your motor running, which

is what makes an upbeat song great. "No Joke" follows next, an
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